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„Trikolon“ was founded in Vienna by Doris Lindner, Verena Nothegger and Stefanie Huber in
2013. As a trio „Trikolon“ is studying regularly with Johannes Meissl , Christoph Eggner
Marialena Fernandes at the University of Music and Performing Arts Vienna. Since 2015 the trio
combines their studies in Vienna with the Cycle Concertiste in Paris, a program for young
ensembles especially established to help jumpstart their career, under the guidance of the Trio
Wanderer.
The ensemble has worked steadily to enlarge it’s repertoire, including pieces from all episodes,
classical as well as modern, also extending their horizon to jazz pieces.

„Trikolon“ was a member of the International Summer Academy of the University of Music and
Performing Arts Vienna (isa). There they were greatly influenced by internationally renowned
musicians such as Evgenia Epshtein, Patrick Jüdt, Othmar Müller, Anita Mitterer and Péter

Nagy.

The ensemble is regularly playing concerts in various Austrian concert halls, among them the
„Franz Schubert Haus“ and the „Beethoven Haus“, impressed their audience on their tour
through Romania, playing among others in the Filarmonica de stat Sibiu, in Brasov and
Medias, Malta and Belgium, performing in the well reknown Orlando Festival.
„Trikolon“ has specialised in the interpretation of contemporary music, commissioning pieces
to be performed for the first time by the ensemble. Because of it’s Viennese origin,
„Trikolon“ is also much appreciated for it’s interpretation of classical works from the
„Viennese School“.
2015 they were the absolute winner of the International Chamber Music Competition Svirel in
Slovenia, they gained the 1st prize in Spain („Reino del Aneto“ international chamber music
competition), 3rd prize in Malta international music competition and won the encouragement
prize in the Gianni Bergamo Classic Music Award in Switzerland.
Ensemble Trikolon´s new project „Trikolon zum Mitnehmen“, linking to a Cd-production, has
been awarded the prestigious Bank Austria Kunstpreis 2015.

